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Mac OS 8 Human Interface Overview

About This Document

1

1

This document describes the additions and changes to Macintosh Human
Interface Guidelines related to the release of Mac OS 8. SpeciÞcally, it presents
guidelines for taking advantage of the Mac OS platinum appearance and the
Appearance Manager. The Appearance Manager is described in Mac OS 8
Toolbox Reference.
This document does not replace Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines. Please
consult that document for all user interface issues not speciÞcally covered here.
Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines is available, in both PDF (Adobe Acrobat)
and HTML formats, on the World Wide Web at:
http://devworld.apple.com/dev/insidemac/techsupport/HIGuidelines
This chapter provides a brief overview of the human interface changes in
Mac OS 8. It introduces the Appearance Manager and discusses its effect on the
Mac OS human interface. It also provides an introduction to the most visible
change in Mac OS 8, the platinum appearance.

The Appearance Manager

1

Mac OS 8 introduces the Appearance Manager, which speciÞes how all Mac OS
interface elements will appear. Appearance settings are selected through the
Appearance control panel, shown in Figure 1-1.

About This Document
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Figure 1-1

Appearance control panel

Note the checkbox labeled ÒSystem-wide platinum appearance.Ó This is an
example of an important change in the Mac OS 8 human interface: users have
direct control over the appearance of interface elements. To illustrate this,
compare the Find File dialog box using platinum appearance (Figure 1-2) and
the Find File dialog box on the same computer with platinum appearance
turned off (Figure 1-3).

Figure 1-2

14

Find File dialog box under platinum appearance

The Appearance Manager
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Figure 1-3

Find File dialog box with platinum appearance turned off

Note the differences in buttons, pull-down menus, and window structure. This
reveals a major change in the Mac OS human interface: since the Mac OS now
provides for multiple appearances, there is no longer a direct correspondence
between the appearance of Mac OS interface elements and their behavior.
You may Þnd this change a bit startling at Þrst, as it might seem to result in a
less uniÞed and coherent interface. Fortunately, there are two major facts which
help prevent chaos:
■

Toolbox-generated controls behave consistently across all appearance
themes. A pop-up menu button, for example, displays the distinctive double
arrow and behaves in a predictable manner under any theme.

■

Control appearance is consistent within each theme.

The Mac OS 8 Toolbox provides an extended, enhanced suite of interface
elements which make it easier to produce a consistent, attractive user interface.
If you do these three things:
■

use the Mac OS Toolbox to create the controls, windows, and alert boxes
described in this document whenever possible

■

when you must employ non-standard controls, use the color palette
supplied by the Appearance Manager

■

follow the layout guidelines described in this document

you will not only save yourself a signiÞcant amount of work, you will ensure
that your application will be able to use the Appearance Manager to produce a
coherent, rewarding user experience now and in the future.

The Appearance Manager
 Apple Computer, Inc. 9/2/97
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Platinum Appearance

1

The suite of appearance features (collectively known as a theme) which debuts
in Mac OS 8 is called platinum appearance. This is the default appearance of
the Mac OS 8 interface, so this document uses platinum appearance as the basis
for all Þgures. As noted above, however, you should not assume that any
controls you provide will look exactly as depicted in the Þgures.
The Appearance control panel provides a range of accent and highlight color
choices to the user (see Figure 1-4).

Figure 1-4

Color control in the Appearance control panel

The main thing to remember when you design dialog boxes and windows is
that appearance may change, but layout does not. The section ÒLayout
GuidelinesÓ (page 67) will help you ensure that your dialog boxes will display
correctly under all appearance settings.

16
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Note

The default system font is Charcoal, but all illustrations in
this document use Chicago font for standard text. Chicago
provides the best basis for text layout; in fact, it is the
metric standard upon which Charcoal is based. It is very
important for you to design your dialog boxes and control
panels with Chicago text, so they will look good in any
System font the user selects.

Platinum Appearance
 Apple Computer, Inc. 9/2/97
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2

This chapter describes the Mac OS Toolbox controls that a user manipulates in
windows, dialog boxes, and alert boxes. Because these controls are provided by
the Mac OS Toolbox, their appearance and behavior is standardized, which
provides users with familiar tools and contexts for responding to the
computerÕs need for information.

Push Buttons

2

A push button is a rounded rectangle that is labeled with text. Figure 2-1
shows some typical push buttons using platinum appearance.

Figure 2-1

Push buttons in a dialog box

Push buttons

Push buttons usually perform instantaneous actions, such as completing
operations deÞned by a dialog box or acknowledging an error message.
Clicking a push button (or pressing a push buttonÕs keyboard equivalent)
initiates the action described by the buttonÕs name.

Push Buttons
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Always map the keyboard equivalents Command-period and the Esc (Escape)
key to the Cancel push button. If you Þnd it useful to assign keyboard
equivalents to other push buttons that are used often in your application, be
sure to follow the guidelines in ÒKeyboard Equivalent SupportÓ (page 120) and
Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines.

Push Button States

2

A push button has three states: normal, pressed, and disabled. The normal state
of a push button indicates that the function the button controls is available but
the user has not yet activated it by clicking on the button. This is the usual state
of a button when the dialog box or window containing it is Þrst displayed.
A button is displayed in its pressed state when the user clicks on it to activate
its function. When the user clicks a push button, the button is highlighted and
changed to the pressed state to give visual feedback to the user indicating
which item has been clicked. The button remains highlighted until the user
releases the mouse button or moves the pointer outside of the push button. The
push button tracks the mouse movement as long as the user keeps the mouse
button depressed. If the user moves the pointer back over the push button, it
becomes highlighted again. If the user releases the mouse button while the
pointer is not over the push button, nothing happens. Figure 2-2 shows a push
button that is highlighted to provide feedback.

Figure 2-2

A highlighted push button

A button is displayed in its disabled state when the function it represents is not
available or meaningful within the current context or when the button is drawn
in a background window.
For push buttons that are activated by using a keyboard equivalent, the Dialog
Manager highlights the button for eight ticks (approximately one-eighth of a
second), which is long enough for the user to see that the keyboard event has
taken effect. (You must highlight the Cancel button yourself when the user

22
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presses Command-period or the Escape key; the Dialog Manager does not
handle these events.)
For information about implementing these behaviors for push buttons, see
Mac OS 8 Toolbox Reference.

Default Buttons

2

Dialog boxes and control panels which use push buttons should include a
default button. The default button should be the one that the user is most
likely to click. However, if the most likely choice is at all destructive (e.g.
erasing a disk, deleting a Þle), you should consider deÞning the Cancel button
as the default.
The default push button displays a ring whose appearance is coordinated with
the state of the button. Figure 2-3 shows the three states of standard and default
push buttons.

Figure 2-3

Standard and default states of push buttons

Normal

Pressed

Disabled

Standard

Default

Default push buttons are activated by pressing the Return or Enter keys. When
there is no default push button, pressing Return or Enter has no effect on push
buttons.
For more information on laying out push buttons in dialog boxes, see ÒPush
Button LayoutÓ (page 72).

Push Buttons
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Radio Buttons

2

Radio buttons always occur in groups. An individual radio button displays
one of three states: on, off, or mixed. To activate a radio button, the user can
click the button itself or its text label. Only one button in a group can be in the
on state, which is indicated by a dot in the middle of the button. Activating a
radio button turns off whichever button was previously on in that group.
Radio buttons display settings; they never initiate an action. Figure 2-4 shows a
dialog box that uses radio buttons to offer icon size choices to the user.

Figure 2-4

Radio buttons for selecting icon size

Radio buttons

A group of radio buttons should contain from two to approximately seven
items. It is possible to have more than seven buttons in a group, but you must
always have at least two. Each group of radio buttons generally has a label that
identiÞes the choices the group contains, and each button in the group usually
has a name or icon that identiÞes its particular effect. A set of radio buttons
always has the same set of choices; it is never dynamic (the contents do not
change depending on the context).
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Radio buttons represent related choices, but not necessarily opposite ones.
These choices are mutually exclusive; the user can only set one button to the on
state at any one time.
There is a special case called the mixed state, which shows that a selected range
has a variety of items in the on state. For example, a set of radio buttons for
selecting font size might have buttons representing 10- and 12-point sizes. If a
passage of text with both 10- and 12-point text was selected, both the 10 and 12
buttons would appear in the mixed state. The Òone button per setÓ rule still
applies, however; if the user selected the button marked 12, all the text in the
selection would change to 12 point, and the mixed state would be cleared.
Radio buttons appear differently in their normal, pressed, and disabled modes
depending on whether they are on, off, or in the mixed state. Figure 2-5 shows
how radio buttons look in their various modes and states.

Figure 2-5

Radio button modes and states
Normal

Pressed

Disabled

On

Off

Mixed

If more than one group of radio buttons is visible at a given time, each group
needs to be visually separated from the others. You should design your dialog
box to allow enough space to clearly delineate multiple sets of radio buttons. It
can be useful to draw a line between a group of radio buttons and other
elements. The separator line control described in ÒSeparator LinesÓ (page 50) is
designed to do this. Group boxes (page 47) may also be used for this purpose.
For more information on laying out radio buttons in dialog boxes, see
ÒCheckboxes and Radio Button LayoutÓ (page 75).

Radio Buttons
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Pop-Up Menu Buttons

2

A pop-up menu button displays a list of items the user can select to change the
state of an aspect of the application. A pop-up menu button consists of a single
control. The left side of the button contains text that shows the current
selection; the right side of the button shows a double triangle pointing up and
down. The width of the pop-up buttonÕs menu should be equal to or larger
than the full width of the largest text portion of the button. Figure 2-6 shows
the pop-up menu button in its normal state before a user selects it.

Figure 2-6

Pop-up menu button in normal state

When the user presses a pop-up menu button, a menu appears with the
currently choice highlighted and indicated by a checkmark. The user can drag
the highlighted area up and down over the menu to select a new item.
Figure 2-7 shows a pop-up menu button with its list displayed.
The currently selected item in the list always appears at the level of the menu
button, but the display of the other items depends on their relative position to
the selection. In Figure 2-7, for example, the Microphone item is selected. Since
it is the Þrst item in the list, the other items appear below it. If the Internal CD
item became the new selection, the display would change so that the next time
the button was popped up, the Microphone item would appear above and the
AV Connector item would appear below the selection.
If the user presses the pop-up menu button and releases the mouse button with
the pointer outside the pop-up menu, the menu closes without changing the
current selection. If the user releases the mouse button while the pointer is over
a menu item, that item becomes the current selection and the pop-up menu
button text is changed to reßect the new selection.
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Figure 2-7

Pop-up menu button with displayed list

If the user clicks on the pop-up menu button and the pointer remains over the
menu item for less than the user-set double-click time, the pop-up menu button
becomes a sticky menu. See ÒSticky MenusÓ (page 92) for information on this
feature.
For information on laying out pop-up menu buttons in dialog boxes, see
ÒPop-up Menu Button LayoutÓ (page 78).

Checkboxes

2

A checkbox is a square with a text label next to it. The user clicks the checkbox
or its label to select or deselect it. You can use one checkbox or as many as you
need in a single setting.
Checkboxes are designed to provide binary choices for users. For example, a
dialog box for saving Þles could include a checkbox labeled ÒCompressedÓ. In
this case, the clearly implied opposite state would be an uncompressed Þle
save.
If you want to provide a control for states which are less obviously binary, you
might be better off using radio buttons and providing individual labels to
clarify the states. ItÕs sometimes tempting to use a checkbox because one item
takes up less space than two, but the choice may be too ambiguous for users to
understand.
The default state for a checkbox is also important. In the earlier Compressed
checkbox example, setting on as the default state emphasizes a preference for
compressed Þle saves, since the user is required to take an extra action to do
otherwise.

Checkboxes
 Apple Computer, Inc. 9/2/97
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Avoid the use of negative labels for checkboxes. A checkbox labeled ÒDelete
read messagesÓ with a default state of off is clearer than a checkbox labeled
ÒDo not delete read messagesÓ which defaults to on.
There are two options for marking the checkbox in its on state. The default
option is a checkmark to indicate that a checkbox is on, but if the checkmark is
not culturally acceptable, the familiar ÒXÓ version of this control is available for
localization purposes. When the checkbox is off, it is unmarked.
There is a mixed state for checkboxes, which shows that a selected range of
items has some in the on state and some in the off state. For example, a text
formatting checkbox for bold text would be in the mixed state if a text selection
contained both bold and non-bold text.
Figure 2-8 shows how checkboxes look in their various modes and states.

Figure 2-8

Checkbox modes and states
Normal

Pressed

Disabled

On
(Default)

On

Off

Mixed

Checkboxes differ from radio buttons in that they are independent of each
other, even when they offer related options. Any number of checkboxes can be
on, off, or mixed at the same time. Figure 2-9 features a group of checkboxes
with two options selected concurrently.
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Figure 2-9

A set of checkboxes with concurrent selections

It is important to arrange checkboxes in clearly organized groups. Allow ample
white space between checkbox groups and other controls. Use separator lines
(page 50) and group boxes (page 47) when appropriate. For more information
on laying out checkboxes, see ÒCheckboxes and Radio Button LayoutÓ
(page 75).

Bevel Buttons

2

A bevel button is a rectangular control with a beveled edge that gives the
button a three-dimensional appearance. You can choose from among three
widths of bevelsÑsmall, medium, and largeÑfor any size button you create.
The small bevel is two pixels wide; the medium bevel is three pixels wide; and
the large bevel is four pixels wide. The size of the bevel determines the
ÒheightÓ of the button. Figure 2-10 shows the three bevel sizes.

Figure 2-10

Bevel buttons with small, medium, and large bevels

A bevel can display text, an icon, or a picture. For bevel buttons that contain
text, you can specify how the text is justiÞed and aligned. For bevel buttons
that contain both text and an image, you can also specify placement of the text
in relation to the image. Bevel button text is aligned according to the system
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default script direction; if the system software displays text from right to left,
the button text will be right-aligned. Bevel buttons containing both text and an
image will place the image correctly according to the system default script
direction if the image and text are on the same horizontal plane. For more
information on laying out bevel buttons in dialog boxes, see ÒBevel Button
LayoutÓ (page 74).
Bevel buttons can exist in seven states. There are Þve active states and two
disabled. The active states are:
■

off

■

pressed (was off)

■

on

■

pressed (was on)

■

mixed, for use when behaving as a checkbox or radio button.

Note

Under platinum appearance, both pressed states look the
same, but this may change in future appearance themes.
Disabled bevel buttons can be shown as off or on.
Bevel button states are depicted in Figure 2-11.

Figure 2-11

Bevel button states

Off

Disabled, off

Pressed,
was off

Disabled, on

On

Mixed

Pressed,
was on
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A bevel button mimics the behavior of other button types. You can attach a
menu to a bevel button, in which case the bevel button takes on the behavior of
a pop-up menu button. A bevel button can behave like a standard push button;
in this case, the button pops back up after the user clicks on it. Bevel buttons
can also behave in sets as radio buttons and as checkboxes.

Bevel Buttons as Push Buttons

2

A bevel button can be used as a push button, in which case it takes on a push
buttonÕs behavior while retaining the bevel button appearance. You can use any
number of bevel buttons as push buttons in your dialog box or window, just as
you can use any number of standard push buttons together. Figure 2-12 shows
two bevel buttons used in this way.

Figure 2-12

A pair of bevel buttons used as push buttons

When the user clicks a bevel button that behaves as a push button, it initiates
the action the button represents. Visually, the button returns to its off state
when released. If the user moves the pointer off the button at any time while
holding down the mouse button, the bevel button reverts to its off state.
For more information on push button behavior, see ÒPush ButtonsÓ (page 21).

Bevel Buttons as Radio Buttons

2

A bevel button can be used as a radio button, in which case it takes on a radio
buttonÕs behavior while retaining the bevel button appearance. Bevel buttons
acting as radio buttons are used in groups, just as standard radio buttons are.
The behavior for standard radio buttons, described in ÒRadio ButtonsÓ
(page 24), applies to radio bevel buttons. Figure 2-13 shows a group of bevel
buttons serving as radio buttons in a text justiÞcation toolbar.
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Figure 2-13

Bevel buttons used as radio buttons in a toolbar

Bevel Buttons as Checkboxes

2

A bevel button can be used as a checkbox, in which case it takes on the
checkbox behavior, described in ÒCheckboxesÓ (page 27), while retaining the
bevel button appearance. The on, off, and mixed states are available when you
use bevel buttons as checkboxes. You can use checkbox bevel buttons singly or
in sets.
Figure 2-14 shows a group of bevel buttons used as checkboxes in a text styling
tool. The buttons labeled ÒBÓ for ÒboldfaceÓ and ÒUÓ for ÒunderlineÓ are in the
on state because the selected range of text contains both boldfaced and
underlined characters.

Figure 2-14

Bevel buttons used as checkboxes in a toolbar

Bevel Buttons as Pop-up Buttons

2

A bevel button can be used as a pop-up button with or without a menu.
When a bevel button behaves as a pop-up menu button, the user clicks on the
bevel button to display a pop-up menu directly below or to the right of the
button. If used as a standard menu, the menu closes immediately after the user
releases the mouse button. If you enable sticky menu behavior, the menu
remains displayed after the user clicks on the button. The section on ÒPop-Up
Menu ButtonsÓ (page 26) describes this more fully. Figure 2-15 shows an
example of a pop-up bevel button with a sticky menu.
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Figure 2-15

A pop-up bevel button with sticky menu

You can also set up a bevel button which, if the user clicks once, simply turns
on the function represented by the button, but if pressed for longer than the
user-set double-click time, displays a pop-up menu which offers further
options for that function. This behavior is useful for providing option sets in
tool palettes.
You can specify that a pop-up bevel button displays either a small or large
arrow to indicate its pop-up behavior. These arrows can be either horizontally
or vertically oriented. Figure 2-16 shows pop-up bevel buttons with large
horizontally-oriented arrows. Figure 2-15 shows pop-up bevel buttons with
small vertically-oriented arrows.
Figure 2-16 shows a pop-up bevel button that serves as a standard pop-up
button with a slider instead of a menu.

Figure 2-16

A pop-up bevel button used with a slider
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Sliders and Tick Marks

2

A slider control consists of a slider bar, which displays a range of allowable
values, and an indicator, which marks the current setting. The user can drag
the indicator to set a new value within the range.
Sliders can be horizontal or vertical. The indicator can point in any direction or
be nondirectional. The user drags the indicator across a horizontal slider or up
and down a vertical one to alter the value of the slider. Like scroll bars, sliders
drag a ghost image of the indicator along with them. The ghost indicator is a
copy of the indicator which shows where the user has dragged the pointer.
Figure 2-17 shows a slider with a downward pointing indicator shadowed by a
ghost indicator.

Figure 2-17

A slider and ghost indicator

A slider can display tick marks to represent increments within the range of
values. You determine the number of tick marks and what fraction of the scale
each mark represents. If you use tick marks, they are drawn appropriately for
the direction of the slider. Figure 2-18 shows a horizontal slider using vertical
tick marks.

Figure 2-18
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A horizontal slider with vertical tick marks
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Be sure to label the tick marks so that they clearly indicate the effect of moving
the indicator. While it is true that most people assume that moving an indicator
up a vertical slider means increasing the value of the setting, you can easily
remove all doubt with graphics or text. Figure 2-19 shows an example of a
horizontal slider that uses incremental numbering to indicate increasing values
as the user moves the indicator to the right.

Figure 2-19

A slider with directional information

Sliders support live feedback, a process also known as Òlive dragging.Ó This
allows you to design a dialog in which the user is given constant visual
updates of the changes in value as the indicator is dragged, as opposed to the
standard behavior of waiting to update the value until the mouse button is
released.
Make sure that you donÕt use a scroll bar when you really should use a slider.
Sliders are designed to change settings, while scroll bars are used to represent
the relative position of the visible portion of a document or scrolling list. Using
a scroll bar to change a setting confuses the meaning of the element and makes
the interface inconsistent. For more information on using scroll bars, see ÒScroll
BarsÓ (page 40).

Little Arrows

2

Little arrows provide the user with a means of increasing or decreasing values
in a series. This control consisting of two arrows pointing in opposite
directions. Figure 2-20 shows the little arrows control in its normal state, with
the up arrow depressed, with the down arrow depressed, and in its disabled
state.
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Figure 2-20

Little arrows in various states

The little arrows control has a label that speciÞes the content to which it relates.
If the user clicks the up arrow, the value displayed is incremented by one unit
of change. If the user presses the arrow, the value increases or decreases until
the user releases the mouse button. While the user presses the arrow, it is
highlighted to provide feedback to the user.
The unit of change depends on the content. If the content area displays years,
the increment is one year. If you used little arrows to control the size of a RAM
cache, however, you might use multiples of 32K as the increment (as in
Figure 2-21.)

Figure 2-21

Little arrows used to control a RAM cache

Clock Controls

2

The clock control combines the edit text Þeld (page 41) and little arrows control
(page 35) into a convenient implementation of the familiar Date & Time control
panel. The user can change the time and date displayed by using the little
arrows or by typing the value into the edit text Þeld. Figure 2-22 shows a clock
control displaying a date.
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Figure 2-22

Clock control displaying date

The clock control supports keyboard navigation and focus (page 66), as well as
direct typing of values. When the clock control has keyboard focus, pressing
the Up-Arrow and Down-Arrow keys has the same effect as clicking the up
and down arrows.
You can make a clock control inactive, so that it displays time and date values
without allowing the user to change them.

Disclosure Triangles

2

The disclosure triangle is a control that allows the display or ÒdisclosureÓ of
information which elaborates on the primary information in a window.
One way to use disclosure triangles is to provide a way for users to expand a
dialog box or control panel. When the user clicks on the disclosure triangle, the
triangle rotates downward and the window expands to provide supplemental
information. Clicking on the triangle again rotates the triangle back to the right
and restores the original appearance of the window. Figure 2-23 shows a Þle
copy dialog box in its default conÞguration and with the disclosure triangle
turned to reveal additional details of the copy operation.
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Figure 2-23

A disclosure triangle revealing additional information

Default

Expanded

Another familiar implemention of disclosure triangles is in the FinderÕs list
view. The triangle appears next to the icon of each folder in the window. The
user clicks the triangle to expand the view by revealing a list of the contents of
the folder without opening it. The triangle rotates downward when the folder
is expanded, which tells the user that the view is expanded even in cases when
the folder is empty. Clicking the triangle again restores the view to its original
(collapsed) state and turns the triangle back to the right. Figure 2-24 shows the
disclosure triangle in expanded and collapsed positions.

Figure 2-24

Disclosure triangles used in Finder list view

This use of a disclosure triangle is also known as an Òoutline triangle,Ó since it
provides a function similar to the Outline view used in many applications.
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In the FinderÕs list view, a disclosure triangle may be turned to the open
position by using the Command-right arrow keyboard equivalent and closed
by using Command-left arrow. If you use disclosure triangles in your
application to provide expanded/collapsed list views, you should also provide
these keyboard equivalents.
For more information on laying out disclosure triangles in dialog boxes, see
ÒDisclosure Triangle LayoutÓ (page 84).

List Boxes and Frames

2

The list box control is a complete solution for creating scrolling lists. It
provides for up to two embedded scroll bars and a scrolling list box which
features a white background and a two-pixel-wide rectangular frame whose
inside lines share the outside lines of the scroll bar(s). Figure 2-25 shows a list
box in use.

Figure 2-25

A list box

List boxes can accept keyboard input for navigating within the list. The user
can use the arrow keys to move through the list one item at a time in the
direction of the arrow. Users can also select an item from the list by typing the
beginning character or characters of its name; this technique is called type
selection.
List boxes are not appropriate to provide choices in a limited range. Because
the full range may not be visible all at once in a scrolling list, itÕs difÞcult for
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users to understand the scope of their choices. Sliders work very well for
displaying a limited range of values and letting users choose their preference in
the range. See ÒSliders and Tick MarksÓ (page 34) for information about sliders.
The list box frame is available as a separate control so that non-standard list
boxes can be made Appearance-compliant.
For more information about laying out list boxes in dialog boxes, see ÒList Box
LayoutÓ (page 86).

Scroll Bars

2

Scroll bars allow users to view areas of a document or a list that is larger than
can Þt into the current window. A scroll bar is a shaded gray rectangle that has
a black arrow in a box at each end. Inside the gray area is an indicator (also
known as a Òscroll boxÓ) which indicates the relative position of the currently
visible portion of the content being scrolled.
The appearance of scroll bars has been updated for platinum appearance. Scroll
arrows are now solid black when active. The scroll indicator takes the color set
by the user through the Appearance control panel. Figure 2-26 shows the new
appearance of scroll bars.

Figure 2-26

A horizontal scroll bar

Arrows

Arrows

Scroll indicator

You can use scroll bars with windows as well as with scrolling lists. For more
information on the use of scroll bars with windows, see ÒWindowsÓ in
Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines.
Make sure that you donÕt use a scroll bar when you really should use a slider.
Use scroll bars only for representing the relative position of the visible portion
of a document and in scrolling lists. Typically a scroll bar represents the
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amount of data in a document, while the scroll indicator represents the relative
position of the window over the length of the document. Using a scroll bar to
change a setting confuses the meaning of the element and makes the interface
inconsistent. For more information on using sliders, see ÒSliders and Tick
MarksÓ (page 34).

Edit Text Fields and Frames

2

The edit text field (also known as a Òtext entry ÞeldÓ) is a rectangular area in
which the user enters text or modiÞes existing text. The edit text Þeld can be
active or disabled. It supports keyboard focus and password entry.
Figure 2-27 shows an edit text Þeld with a label.

Figure 2-27

An edit text field with label

It is up to you to provide appropriate editing services for an edit text Þeld. For
more information about this, see ÒText Entry FieldsÓ in Macintosh Human
Interface Guidelines.
The edit text frame is used to surround an edit text Þeld. It is useful for making
a non-standard version of the edit text Þeld Appearance-compliant. The edit
text frame is two pixels wide. It has two states, enabled and disabled.
Figure 2-28 shows an example of an edit text frame in the enabled state.

Figure 2-28

An edit text frame
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For more information on laying out edit text Þelds, see ÒEdit Text Field LayoutÓ
(page 82).

Static Text Fields

2

A static text field embeds static text (unchangeable by the user) in dialog
boxes. Static text Þelds may be made active or disabled. Figure 2-29 shows a
static text Þeld in both states.

Figure 2-29

A static text field in active and disabled states

Active

Disabled

For more information on laying out static text Þelds, see ÒStatic Text Field
LayoutÓ (page 84).

Tab Controls
The tab control provides a convenient way to present information in a
multi-page format. This control is distinguished by the visual appearance of
folder tabs. The user selects the desired page by clicking the appropriate tab,
which highlights and displays its page.
The tab control supports one row of tabs running along the top, as shown in
Figure 2-30 and Figure 2-31. You specify the names and icons that label the
tabs. Figure 2-30 shows the tab control with 12-point font labels.
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Figure 2-30

Tab control with 12-point font labels

Figure 2-31 shows a tab control with 10-point font labels.

Figure 2-31

Tab control with 10-point font labels

The appearance of the content area of a tab control (also known as a pane)
depends on where it is used. Figure 2-32 shows a tab control inside a control
panel. In this implementation, the sides of the pane appear to be ÒtuckedÓ
under the edge of the content region by one pixel.
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Figure 2-32

Tab control with sides tucked under edge of content region

Figure 2-33 shows a tab control used in a modal dialog box. Note that the left
and right sides of the pane are inset two pixels from the edge of the dialog
boxÕs content region. This small distinction helps emphasize the fact that the
tab is part of a dialog box. Contrast this with Figure 2-34, which shows a tab
control with tucked edges and a scrollable content area.
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Figure 2-33

Tab control used in a modal dialog box

Figure 2-34

Tab control with tucked edges and a scrollable content area

Controls such as push buttons or scroll bars may be used within a tab control.
These controls may be global, which means they are available to and affect the
settings of all the panes in a set of tabs. Controls may also be embedded within
an individual pane, in which case they affect only the settings displayed in that
pane. It is important that you make this distinction unambiguous to the user
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through clear, speciÞc labeling and placement. In Figure 2-33, for example, the
push buttons underneath the tab control are clearly global, while the
checkboxes inside the tab control affect only the active pane.

Placards

2
A placard is a control that you can use as an information display or as
background Þll for a control area. Placards have three states: normal, pressed,
and disabled.
Perhaps the most familiar use of the placard control is as a small information
panel, often placed at the bottom of a window to the left of the horizontal scroll
bar. Figure 2-35 shows an example of this use of a placard.

Figure 2-35

A placard used to report information to the user

Placard

You can extend the functionality of a placard. Providing a pop-up menu, for
instance, would give the user a convenient way to choose the magniÞcation
level of the window.
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Image Wells

2

The image well is used to display non-text visual content, such as icons or
pictures. Image wells have a two-pixel-wide rectangular frame. This control
has a ÒrecessedÓ appearance and a white background Þll, which distinguish it
from controls such as bevel buttons. Figure 2-36 shows the enabled and
selected states of image wells.

Figure 2-36

Iimage wells in enabled and selected states

Image wells can serve as drag and drop targets. You could use a set of image
wells to manage thumbnail images in a clip-art catalog, for instance, or to
display a set of user-selectable icons.
Image wells should not be used in place of push buttons (page 21) or bevel
buttons (page 29).

Group Boxes

2

Group boxes are used to associate, isolate, and distinguish groups of related
items in a dialog box. You can embed other controls, such as radio buttons,
checkboxes, and pop-up menu buttons, within group boxes.
Group boxes are deÞned as either primary or secondary. The main visual
distinction between the two types is their borders; primary group box border
lines are two pixels wide with an etched look, while secondary group box
borders are one pixel wide.
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You can use any of four titling options for the border of a group box: the group
box can be untitled or it can have a text title, a pop-up menu title, or a checkbox
title. Figure 2-37 shows an untitled primary group box.

Figure 2-37

An untitled primary group box

Figure 2-38 shows a titled primary group box.

Figure 2-38

A titled primary group box

Figure 2-39 shows a primary group box using a pop-up menu title. This is
useful for displaying a variety of related settings in a limited space.
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Figure 2-39

A primary group box with a pop-up menu title

Figure 2-40 shows a primary group box with a checkbox title. This is useful to
indicate when a group of settings may be disabled by the user.

Figure 2-40

A primary group box with a checkbox title

Secondary group boxes are generally used for nesting and grouping together
subsidiary information. Do not use secondary group boxes in place of primary
ones; this produces inconsistent dialog box appearances which confuse users.
Figure 2-41 shows a secondary group box. Note the difference in the border as
compared to a primary group box.
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Figure 2-41

A secondary group box

For more information on laying out group boxes, see ÒGroup Box LayoutÓ
(page 80).

Separator Lines

2

The separator line is used in dialog boxes to separate groups of controls by
delineating horizontal or vertical regions of the content area. It provides an
Appearance-compliant alternative to drawing a QuickDraw line.
The separator line is two pixels wide. Under platinum appearance, the top
pixel of a horizontal separator line creates the line itself and the bottom pixel
gives it the engraved effect. For vertical lines, the left pixel creates the line and
the right pixel gives it the engraved effect. Figure 2-42 shows a horizontal
separator line.

Figure 2-42

A horizontal separator line

Window Headers
The window header is designed to be a simple way to present information
about a windowÕs contents. It is a familiar feature of the Finder, but it can also
be implemented in document windows.
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The window header is a beveled rectangle whose outside lines share the same
space as the inside lines of the document window and the scroll bar arrows.
There is a also a window list view header, which provides the same
functionality as the standard window header, but removes the line which
separates a standard window header from the content area. Figure 2-43 shows
an example of a window header and a window list view header.

Figure 2-43

A Finder window using headers

Header
List view
header

Modeless Dialog Frames

2

The modeless dialog frame is used in the content region of a modeless dialog
box. It is a rectangle with a two-pixel-wide border which shares the inside lines
of the document window. This control provides an Appearance-compliant way
to distinguish modeless dialogs from other windows. The modeless dialog
frame has active and inactive states.
Figure 2-44 shows a modeless dialog frame in an active dialog box.
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Figure 2-44

A modeless dialog frame in active state

Progress Indicators

2

Progress indicators, also called Òprogress barsÓ, are used to inform the user
about duration or capacity. Two types are supported: the determinate progress
indicator and the indeterminate progress indicator. Figure 2-45 shows an
example of each indicator. Both types have a Þxed height and a variable width.

Figure 2-45

Progress indicators

Determinate

Indeterminate

The determinate progress indicator should be used in cases when the full scope
of an operation can be determined. The bar moves from left to right as the
operation progresses, so the user can easily see how much of the process has
been completed. You might use a determinate progress indicator to show the
progress of a Þle copying operation.
The indeterminate progress indicator is intended for those cases where the
duration of a process is not easily determined. This indicator consists of a
striped cylinder that spins to indicate an ongoing process. It provides less
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information to the user and therefore should be reserved for cases when the
determinate indicator is clearly inappropriate. You might use an indeterminate
progress indicator to let the user know that the application is in the process of
attempting a communication connection or is waiting to receive data during
Þle transfer.
You should consider switching from an indeterminate progress indicator to a
determinate one, if a process reaches a point where its scope becomes
determinable. For example, a remote Þle transfer may not become determinate
until the application has had time to establish a connection and calculate the
data transfer rate.
For information on laying out progress indicators in dialog boxes, see
ÒProgress Indicator LayoutÓ (page 83).

Asynchronous Arrows

2

The asynchronous arrows control (also known as Òchasing arrowsÓ) is a simple
animation used to indicate that an asynchronous background process is
occurring; in other words, a process which does not display a dialog box that
might contain a progress indicator. For example, the Finder displays
asynchronous arrows in the header while it is updating an open window.
Figure 2-46 shows asynchronous arrows in their various states.

Figure 2-46

Various states of asynchronous arrows
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3

This chapter describes the dialog boxes that your application can use and
shows how each has changed under platinum appearance. The chapter gives
brief recommendations on choosing and implementing each kind of dialog box;
more details are available in Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines. Finally, the
chapter provides guidelines on how to lay out dialog boxes and alert boxes for
maximum clarity and consistency under any appearance settings.

About Dialog Boxes

3

Dialog boxes are a type of specialized window. They provide a standard
framework in which to present a set of choices to and elicit responses from the
user. A dialog box may contain text, controls, and icons.
Alert boxes appear when the system software or an application needs to
communicate important information to the user, such as messages about error
conditions and warnings about potentially hazardous situations or actions. An
alert box is a type of dialog box and thus follows many of the same guidelines.
Each dialog box contains some text to indicate which command or condition
caused it to be displayed and what its function is. In some cases, this text is a
title for the dialog box.
There are Þve types of dialog boxes available through the Mac OS Toolbox:
■

Movable modal dialog boxes provide a means to request user input and
make changes to a document while allowing the user to switch to another
application. This is the preferred type of modal dialog box.

■

Modal dialog boxes force the user to provide necessary information before
carrying out the current operation. They cannot be moved or hidden.

■

Movable alert boxes communicate warnings and error conditions while
allowing the user to move the alert dialog around on the screen and switch
to other applications. This is the preferred type of alert box.

■

Alert boxes communicate warnings and error conditions. An alert box
prevents any other activity until the user responds to the alert.

■

Modeless dialog boxes accept user input and allow multiple changes to a
document. Once open, they do not inhibit user activity.
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Figure 3-1

The five types of dialog boxes

Movable modal dialog box

Modeless dialog box

Movable modal alert box

Modal alert box
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Movable Modal Dialog Boxes

3

A movable modal dialog box is a modal dialog box with a title bar which
allows the user to move the dialog box. The user can also switch to other
applications without closing the dialog box. These enhancements makes the
movable modal dialog box preferable to the modal dialog box (page 60) in most
situations.
A movable modal dialog box does not have a close box or a zoom box. This
design gives the user visual feedback that the dialog box can be moved, but is
modal and must be responded to before completing any other action in the
active application. A title is preferred but is not required. Figure 3-2 shows a
movable modal dialog box.

Figure 3-2

A movable modal dialog box

For more information on the behavior of movable modal dialog boxes, see
ÒMovable Modal Dialog Box BehaviorsÓ in Macintosh Human Interface
Guidelines.
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Modal Dialog Boxes

3

A modal dialog box puts the user in the state (or ÒmodeÓ) of being able to
work only inside the dialog box. It temporarily suspends all other user actions
in an application and forces the user to make decisions and respond to the
dialog. The user cannot move or resize a modal dialog box, and the user can
dismiss it only by clicking its buttons. If the user clicks any other window or on
the desktop, the system beeps, but nothing else happens.
Modal dialog boxes display their content on a placard-like background.
Figure 3-3 shows a modal dialog box.

Figure 3-3

A modal dialog box

You should restrict your use of modal dialog boxes to occasions when your
application needs the user to make a decision before operations can continue.
This should be a task-speciÞc, limited interaction that can be quickly resolved.
Unless you need the extra restrictions of a non-movable modal dialog box, you
should use a movable modal dialog box (page 59) whenever possible.
For more information on implementing modal dialog boxes, see ÒModal Dialog
Box BehaviorsÓ in Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines.

Alert Boxes

3

Alert boxes are special types of modal dialog boxes. Alert boxes display
messages to users to inform them of situations that may be particularly notable
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or dangerous, along with an icon that signiÞes the degree of severity of the
alert message.
An alert box contains only an icon, text, and buttons; there are no other
controls. The only way to close an alert box is to click a button. This is
deliberate, as alert boxes are only used to signify conditions which demand an
explicit response from the user.
An alert box may contain up to four buttons:
■

OK

■

Cancel

■

Help

■

an optional button (DonÕt Save, for example)

If you use the standard alert boxes provided by the Mac OS Toolbox, the size of
the alert box is automatically set for you based on the amount of text it
contains. The icon, text, and buttons of a standard alert box are automatically
positioned.
Alert boxes feature two distinct styles of text display. The boxÕs label appears in
the boldfaced version of the system font, while the narrative below it appears
in the plain text version of the small system font. This distinction is handled
automatically for you when you specify an alert box through the Mac OS
Toolbox. You should use the label to provide a short, simple summary of the
error or condition which summoned the alert. The narrative section allows you
to provide a longer, more detailed description of the situation and its
consequences.
A movable alert box has red highlights on its title bar, which distinguish it from
a movable modal dialog box. As with dialog boxes, you should use a movable
alert box whenever possible. Figure 3-4 shows a movable alert box.

Figure 3-4

A movable alert box
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Alert boxes which are not movable are sometimes called Òmodal alert boxes,Ó
but this is somewhat misleading, as all alert boxes are modal by deÞnition. A
non-movable alert box has a red border around the placard which forms the
content region. This reßects the signiÞcance of the content and helps to
distinguish the alert box from a standard modal dialog box. Figure 3-5 shows a
non-movable alert box.

Figure 3-5

An alert box

See ÒLanguageÓ in Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines for more information
on writing appropriate alert box messages.

Note Alert Boxes

3

The note alert box is the Þrst level of alert box. It uses the talking face icon. The
note alert box provides useful information which does not imply any threat of
data loss. Note alert boxes generally have only an OK button, plus an optional
help button. In this case, the user can respond to the information only by
acknowledging it. Figure 3-6 shows an example of a note alert box.

Figure 3-6
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Caution Alert Boxes

3

The caution alert box, the second level of alert box, is more severe than the note
alert box. The caution alert box icon is the triangle with an exclamation point.
Caution alert boxes provide a safety net by warning the user in advance of a
potentially dangerous action.
Caution alert boxes always contain two buttons, an OK button (which can use
more speciÞc Ògo aheadÓ labels such as Continue or Delete) and a Cancel
button, in addition to an optional Help button. This choice allows the user to
continue the potentially dangerous action or to cancel it. The OK or Continue
button should be the default button, unless the user has to perform some other
task in order to prevent the loss of data. Figure 3-7 shows an example of a
caution alert box.

Figure 3-7

A caution alert box

Stop Alert Boxes

3

The stop alert box is the third, and most severe, level of alert box. The stop alert
box icon is the octagon with an open hand, which resembles a stop sign in most
locales. (If this icon is offensive in a region or country where you want to
market your application, it can be replaced by a more acceptable icon through
the Mac OS localization process.)
Stop alert boxes notify the user that an action cannot be completed. Stop alert
boxes generally have only an OK button, plus an optional help button. As with
the note alert box, the user can only acknowledge the warning and dismiss the
alert box. Figure 3-8 shows an example of a stop alert box.
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Figure 3-8

A stop alert box

Modeless Dialog Boxes

3

A modeless dialog box looks like a document window without a size box,
zoom box, or scroll bars. The user can move a modeless dialog box, make it
inactive and active again, collapse or close it like any document window. A
modeless dialog box has a close box on the far left of the title in the title bar
region and a collapse box on the far right. For more on the use of collapse
boxes, see ÒCollapsing a WindowÓ (page 103).
It is possible to display a modeless dialog box without a close box. This should
only be done when the dialog box is displaying the status of an ongoing
process (such as a Finder Þle copy) which would be interrupted or canceled if
the dialog box was closed.
The title of a modeless dialog box is generally the same as the name of the
menu item that activates the dialog box. In some cases, however, it may be
useful to expand the title to provide more information, as shown in Figure 3-10.
If the menu item includes an ellipsis character, donÕt include it in the title of the
dialog box.
Modeless dialog boxes provide the most ßexibility for users, allowing them to
do any task at any time or in any order. Modeless dialog boxes may be used to
allow users to change their documents, perform actions with data, or get
information about Þles.
Modeless dialog boxes allow users to repeat an action as many times as
necessary while the dialog box remains open. This feature is useful for tasks
such as Þnding and replacing text in a word processor or numbers in a
spreadsheet. Figure 3-9 shows a modeless dialog box.
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Figure 3-9

A modeless dialog box

If the user activates a window behind an open modeless dialog box, the
selected window appears in front of the dialog box. Users can relocate
modeless dialog boxes to make other windows more visible. Unlike modal
dialogs, modeless dialog boxes may also be left open when not in use, so they
are easily available when needed. This option might be useful if a user wants to
compare information about several documents, which is possible with Get Info
windows in the Finder. Figure 3-10 shows two such windows open
simultaneously.

Figure 3-10

Two open modeless dialog boxes
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When an application displays a modeless dialog box, it should preset any
controls to appropriate default values. Supply text in edit text Þelds whenever
possible; typically this will be the text last used in the dialog box, if applicable,
or the current text selection in a document. At a minimum, you should display
an insertion point in the one of the edit text Þelds (usually the Þrst Þeld) when
the dialog box is opened.
For more information on using modal dialog boxes, see ÒModal Dialog Box
BehaviorsÓ in Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines.

Keyboard Navigation and Focus

3

In a dialog box, the user can navigate through the interface elements that
accept keyboard input, such as edit text Þelds and list boxes, in several ways.
The user can click the desired element or press the Tab key to cycle through the
available elements (a feature known as keyboard navigation). The user can
move backward through the available elements by pressing the combination
Shift-Tab.
When a dialog box contains more than one element that can accept input from
the keyboard, itÕs necessary to indicate to users which element has keyboard
focus. This is done by drawing a focus ring around the control. (Under
platinum appearance, the default ring is lavender, but the user can choose a
different color in the Appearance Settings control panel.) Figure 3-11 shows an
edit text Þeld with a focus ring.

Figure 3-11

Edit text field with focus ring

A control with keyboard focus receives all keystrokes. Therefore, there should
be only one active control and only one focus ring at any time. If a dialog box
has only one control which can accept keyboard input, itÕs not necessary to
provide a focus ring.
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Layout Guidelines

3

This section provides guidelines to help you design dialog boxes. It does not
specify rules for every situation, but it serves as a starting point for your layout
process.
The following discussion assumes that you create mockups of your dialog
boxes in a graphics program before creating the resource Þles for them.
Therefore, the section gives you both the visual dimensions of dialog box
elements and their corresponding resource rectangle sizes. In the illustrations,
visual dimensions (in pixels) are shown in blue in the italicized font, while
resource layout numbers are shown in red in the plain font.
IMPORTANT

Although this section gives you enough information to
replace the standard Mac OS controls with your own,
Apple Computer strongly suggests that you use the
Mac OS Toolbox controls rather than creating your own
similar ones. By using the standard controls, you enable
your applications to take advantage of platinum
appearance now and to beneÞt from future enhancements
to the Appearance Manager.

Measurement Guidelines

3

A dialog box consists of a content region and a structure region. The content
region contains the elements of the dialog box that communicate information
and allow the user to enter information. The content region of a dialog box
determines its usable size. The structure region is the frame-like area
surrounding the content region outside its border line. Depending on the type
of dialog box, the structure region can contain a title, a close box, and/or a
collapse box.
In designing modal or movable modal dialog boxes, do not include any bevels
in the measurement. However, when you measure distances in modeless dialog
boxes, count as part of the content region the bevel inside the black line.
Figure 3-12 shows the content region sizes of a modal and a modeless dialog
box.
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Figure 3-12

Size of dialog box content regions

Size of modal dialog box content region does not include bevels

Size of modeless dialog box content region includes bevels

In measuring the space between controls, exclude the outside border lines of
the control from the measurement. When you measure a control itself, include
the border of the control in the measurement. Figure 3-13 illustrates how to
measure the distance between controls.
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Figure 3-13

Measuring distance between controls

12
Distance between controls does not
include outside lines of controls

Font Guidelines

3

When you position or align text in dialog boxes and alert boxes, you should
take into account the characteristics of the font used. Apple Computer strongly
recommends the Chicago font as the metric basis for making text alignment
decisions. Use of any other font as a metric basis may result in incorrect text
spacing when displayed in a different font. Additionally, text smaller than
12-point Chicago sometimes cannot be localized.
When a dialog box is localized for worldwide versions of system software, the
text in the dialog box may become longer or shorter. The alignment of the items
in the dialog box may vary with localization. For example, Arabic and Hebrew
are written right to left, so the items in an Arabic or Hebrew dialog box should
be aligned on the right. Be sure to create dialog items of the same size, so that
they align properly when a user has a script that reads from right to left.
In general, you should use the system font for all controls. You should use the
small system font only when space is limited or you need to present large
amounts of textual information. Use Geneva 10 as a metric basis for small
system font layout.
Use the emphasized version of the small system font for headings. The
headings can either be static text labels, controls, or group box titles. Using the
emphasized version sparingly increases its impact.
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Note

12-point Chicago gives an overall height of 16 pixels, so
the height of the resource rectangle surrounding text in
Chicago should be 16 pixels.
In aligning static text with other elements of dialog boxes or alert boxes, you
should carefully choose the letter on which to base the alignment. The glyphs
of a font include pixel space before each letter or number. However, while a
font can include letters and numbers having the same amount of preceding
space measured in pixels, it can also include characters with more or less than
the standard preceding pixel space.
For 12-point Chicago, a standard character includes 2 preceding pixels. If you
assume that the Þrst word of a text string starts with a capital ÒMÓ, which is a
standard letter, you will align text correctly for all strings, not just the one you
are currently placing. Figure 3-14 shows the correct alignment based on the
capital ÒMÓ and the amount of space between the icon and the text.

Figure 3-14

Alignment of text based on a 12-point Chicago standard letter

18

20

12-point Chicago font includes some characters that could cause misalignment
if you use them as your guide. In 12-point Chicago, the letters ÒJÓ, ÒTÓ, and ÒjÓ
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outdent 1 pixel to the left beyond the fontÕs standard letters for left-aligned
text. The letter ÒIÓ and the number Ò1Ó have an additional pixel to the left for
left-aligned text resulting in a total of 3 preceding pixels for these characters.

Spacing

3

When you lay out a dialog box, allow a minimum of 4 pixels between clickable
items. If possible, include 6 pixels between items to provide sufÞcient space for
focus rings. ItÕs also better to place clickable items closer to nonclickable items
such as group boxes, dividing lines, and the edges of modal dialogs rather than
to place them closer to one another.
For all windows and dialog boxes except utility windows such as toolbars and
palettes, allow a minimum of 4 pixels between any item and the edge of a
window or dialog box. Utility windows may have controls as close as 1 pixel
from the edge of the the window or other non-clickable items. Use a consistent
amount of pixel space between the border of the dialog box and its elements.
This creates a balanced appearance in the dialog box.
Allow 16 pixels between groups of controls. For example, two groups of radio
buttonsÑnot two individual buttonsÑshould be 16 pixels apart. You should
measure this space from the baseline of the static text or the bottom edge of the
nearest control and the top of the button below it. Figure 3-15 shows this space
measured from the bottom edge of the control to the top of the control below it.

Figure 3-15

Spacing between groups of controls

16

If you measure from the baseline of static text rendered in 10-point Geneva,
allow for 14 pixels visually.
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Control Layout Guidelines

3

This section describes the layout and spacing of controls in dialog boxes. In
particular, this section discusses push buttons, bevel buttons, radio buttons,
checkboxes, pop-up menu buttons, group boxes, edit text Þelds, progress
indicators, disclosure triangles, static text Þelds, list boxes and Help buttons.
The Western readerÕs eye tends to move from the upper-left corner of the
dialog box to the lower right. Put the initial impression that you want to
convey in the upper-left area (such as the alert icon), and place the buttons that
a user clicks in the lower right. Following this guideline makes it easier for
users to identify whatÕs important in a dialog box.

Push Button Layout

3

In dialog boxes, you should place push buttons in locations that are functional
and consistentÑconsistent both within your particular application and across
other applications that you develop. Note that standard alert boxes will place
any buttons automatically.
The default button is not necessarily the button in the lower-right corner; it
should be the one for the action that the user is most likely to want to perform.
If this choice was ÒCancelÓ, for example, the default button would be on the
left side of the dialog box. See ÒDefault ButtonsÓ (page 23), for more
information on assigning the default button.
Note

The resource rectangle of a push button is the same size as
its visual dimensions.
The standard height of a push button is 20 pixels. DonÕt count the default ring
when measuring the size or alignment of push buttons. The default ring (which
is outset 3 pixels from the button) is an attribute and does not affect the base
resource size.
To determine the width of a push button that is not a standard one such as the
OK button or the Cancel button, add a minimum of 8 pixels between the ends
of the text string and the outside line of the button on each side, not including
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the black border. Figure 3-16 shows a button with the correct spacing at each
end of the text.

Figure 3-16

Spacing of text in a push button

8

8

The standard size for the OK and Cancel buttons is 20 pixels by 58 pixels.
Figure 3-17 shows the OK button.

Figure 3-17

OK button showing standard push button size

58
20

In general, itÕs best to make a set of push buttons all the same size, as
determined by the width of the longest button name. When you stack push
buttons vertically, center the text, as shown in Figure 3-18.
When you stack push buttons vertically, leave 10 pixels between each button.
Figure 3-18 shows this spacing. Recall that you donÕt count the default ring of a
push button, which is an attribute that does not affect the resource size.
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Figure 3-18

Distance between vertically stacked buttons

10

When you place push buttons horizontally, leave 12 pixels between the
buttons. Figure 3-19 shows this spacing.

Figure 3-19

Distance between horizontally placed buttons

12

12

You should also leave 12 pixels between the edge of a push button and any
applicable edge of a dialog box.
For more information on the use of push buttons, see ÒPush ButtonsÓ (page 21).

Bevel Button Layout
When placing bevel buttons in dialog boxes, leave a minimum of 12 pixels of
space horizontally between the buttons. Leave 6 pixels of space from the
bottom of the button to the top of the button title. An exception to this rule is
the tool palette; for more information, see ÒUtility WindowsÓ (page 102).
A button title can exceed the width of its button. When it does, there should be
at least 12 pixels of space between that title and adjacent titles. Be sure to space
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equally all buttons in the same horizontal group. Figure 3-20 shows the correct
spacing between bevel buttons.

Figure 3-20

Spacing of bevel buttons

12

6
12
For more information on the use of bevel buttons, see ÒBevel ButtonsÓ
(page 29).

Checkboxes and Radio Button Layout

3

The size and layout of checkboxes and radio buttons are identical. The square
or circle itself is 12 pixels high and 12 pixels wide. For both radio button and
checkbox controls, the Mac OS Toolbox automatically provides for the correct
positioning of each control in relation to its text label. Built into the control are
5 pixels of space between the visible square or circle and the text label of the
control, assuming a capital M. The bottom of the square is 2 pixels below the
baseline of standard 12-point Chicago text. These dimensions are Þxed
attributes of the control; you do not have to deÞne them nor can you change
them. Figure 3-21 illustrates these dimensions.
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Figure 3-21

Fixed dimensions of a checkbox

2

5

12
2
12
The standard height of an entire checkbox or radio button control (the clickable
region) is 18 pixels. Figure 3-22 shows the height of checkboxes.

Figure 3-22

Checkbox height

18

18

The minimum visible vertical spacing between checkboxes or radio buttons
should be 6 pixels. This spacing occurs when you abut 18-pixel high controls,
as shown in Figure 3-22.
When you place radio buttons or checkboxes horizontally, leave a minimum of
12 pixels space between them. If possible, leave more than 12 pixels of space
between these controls. Leave 5 pixels of space between any preceding text and
the Þrst button. Figure 3-23 shows the minimum horizontal spacing between
radio buttons.
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Figure 3-23

Horizontal spacing of radio buttons

5

12
When you use an icon or picture in place of (or along with) a text title for a
checkbox or a radio button, the amount of space you allow depends on the
position of the icon or picture in relation to the button or checkbox:
■

Allow 4 pixels of space between the title and the control when the icon or
picture is above the radio button or checkbox.

■

Allow 5 pixels of space between the title and the control when the icon or
picture is to the right or left of the radio button or checkbox.

Figure 3-24 shows the correct placement of title icons with radio buttons or
checkboxes.
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Figure 3-24

Spacing of icons used with radio buttons or checkboxes

4

5

5
For more information on using these controls, see ÒRadio ButtonsÓ (page 24)
and ÒCheckboxesÓ (page 27).

Pop-up Menu Button Layout

3

The standard height of a pop-up menu button is 20 pixels. If you use the small
system font, the height is 18 pixels.
When placing pop-up menu buttons in a vertical orientation, leave a minimum
distance of 6 pixels between the controls, as shown in Figure 3-25.
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Figure 3-25

Vertical spacing of pop-up menus

6
20

Place paired controls close together. Leave 4 pixels of space between an edit
text Þeld and its associated pop-up menu button, or between interrelated
pop-up menus. This space between controls is not automatically provided for
by the Mac OS Toolbox; it is your responsibility to allow for it in your layout
design.
Note

Although you can use two or more interrelated pop-up
menus, you should avoid doing so because of international
sentence structure differences.
Figure 3-26 shows the horizontal spacing between interrelated pop-up menus
and between an edit text Þeld and its pop-up button.

Figure 3-26

Horizontal spacing of paired pop-up menus and other controls

4

4
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For more information on using pop-up menu buttons, see ÒPop-Up Menu
ButtonsÓ (page 26).

Group Box Layout

3

A group box can have a title, but one is not required. When you use a title of
any kind with a group box, align the base of the text with the inside white
border line of the group box. There should be at least 3 pixels on each side of
the title text.
Under platinum appearance, group boxes have a 2-pixel border lineÑ a 1-pixel
white line next to a 1-pixel dark gray line. In laying out the group box, your
measurements should be from the inside of these lines.
Leave 10 pixels of space between the sides of a group box or the bottom of a
group box and any items you place inside those borders. Leave 12 pixels of
space from the inside top of the group box to the top of the Þrst item within the
group box.
Figure 3-27 shows visual layout measurements for radio button controls in a
group box. Notice that the controls align with the checkbox title of the group
box.

Figure 3-27

Visual layout measurements of controls in a group box

10
12

10

In positioning a secondary group box inside of a primary group box, you
should treat the secondary group box as a dialog item with regard to spacing.
So for nested group boxes, you measure the space between the outside edge of
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the secondary group box and the inside border line of the primary group box.
Figure 3-28 shows a nested group box that leaves 10 pixels of space between
the inside border line of the bottom edge of the primary group box and the
outside bottom edge of the nested, secondary group box.

Figure 3-28

Spacing for nested secondary group box

11

11

10

10

Figure 3-29 summarizes the dimensions for laying out group boxes. The list
following the Þgure describes application of these dimensions.
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Figure 3-29

Visual dimensions of a group box

10

10

12

10
12

10
Here is how to use these measurements:
■

Side margins inside, allow 10 pixels.

■

Top margin inside, allow 12 pixels.

■

Bottom margin inside, allow 10 pixels.

■

Horizontal distance between a group box and other groups of controls or
group boxes, allow 10 pixels.

■

Vertical distance between a group box and other control groups or group
boxes, allow 12 pixels.

For more information on using group boxes, see ÒGroup BoxesÓ (page 47).

Edit Text Field Layout

3

When you measure an edit text Þeld, donÕt include the bevel outside the black
border.
The standard height of an edit text Þeld is 22 pixels. If you are aligning the Þeld
with a 20-pixel high item, such as a pop-up menu button, you can use a height
of 20 pixels, reducing the white space from 2 pixels to 1.
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When you stack edit text Þelds, leave a minimum distance of 6 pixels between
the controls. Figure 3-30 shows the spacing and height of edit text Þelds.

Figure 3-30

Spacing and height of edit text fields

22
6

20

For more information on using edit text Þelds, see ÒEdit Text Fields and
FramesÓ (page 41).

Progress Indicator Layout

3

Progress indicators have a height of 12 pixels and a variable width. When you
measure progress indicators, donÕt include the bevel outside the black line.
Figure 3-31 shows measurement for a determinate progress indicator.

Figure 3-31

Progress indicator

12
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For more information on progress indicators, see ÒProgress IndicatorsÓ
(page 52).

Disclosure Triangle Layout

3

Leave 5 pixels of space between the triangle in its right-pointing, or collapsed,
stateÑignoring the gray shadowÑand its text string, as shown in Figure 3-32.

Figure 3-32

Spacing of disclosure triangles

5

For more information on using disclosure triangles, see ÒDisclosure TrianglesÓ
(page 37).

Static Text Field Layout
To accomodate 12-point Chicago, make static text Þelds 16 pixels in height.
Leave 5 pixels of space between a static text Þeld and the item it deÞnes.
Note

To determine the proper use of colons in item labels, see
Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines.
There are three approaches you can take to aligning static text Þelds when you
stack multiple dialog box items to which the Þelds pertain:
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■

You can left align the text Þelds. This is the standard approach.

■

You can right align the text Þelds. This is useful when you use colons at the
end of the Þeld. Figure 3-33 shows this approach.

Figure 3-33

■

Right-alignment of dialog box item labels

A third approachÑleft aligning both the text Þelds and their itemsÑis
useful for the rare case in which the Þelds are nearly the same length. If you
are designing your application and its interface for the international market,
you should not take this approach because it does not lend itself to
localization.

Leave 6 pixels of space between the baseline of text Þelds and dialog box items
that appear below them, as shown in Figure 3-34. This measurement allows
space for a keyboard focus ring.

Figure 3-34

Vertical spacing between static text fields and dialog box items

6
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For more information on using static text Þelds, see ÒStatic Text FieldsÓ
(page 42).

List Box Layout

3

When you measure a list box for layout, donÕt include the bevel outside the
black line.
For a list box title, leave 6 pixels of space between the baseline of the text and
the black line of a list box. This spacing allows room for the keyboard focus
ring. The horizontal spacing varies depending on the list contents. Figure 3-35
shows the spacing for a text title of a list box.

Figure 3-35

Placement of text title for a list box

6

For more information on using list boxes, see ÒList Boxes and FramesÓ
(page 39).

Help Button Layout
The Help button is a 21-pixel-high, 20-pixel-wide bevel button with the
standard help icon. The preferred location is the lower left corner of the dialog
box, aligned with the bottom of the push buttons, as shown in Figure 3-36.
(Alert boxes do this automatically.)
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Figure 3-36

Help button in lower left corner

If there are no push buttons or there isnÕt enough room in the lower left corner,
the alternative location is the upper right corner, as seen in Figure 3-37.

Figure 3-37

Help button in upper right corner
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4

This chapter describes the menu changes introduced by Mac OS 8, including
menu bar appearance, help menus, sticky menus, contextual menus, and the
enhancement of keyboard equivalents for menu item selection.
For more complete information on designing and using menus, see ÒMenusÓ in
Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines.

Menu Bar Changes

4

In keeping with the changes introduced in platinum appearance, the menu bar
has gained a three-dimensional Apple logo, beveled edges, and anti-aliased
corners. Menu dividers have an etched appearance. Figure 4-1 shows the new
appearance.

Figure 4-1

Menu bar using platinum appearance

The position of the Preferences command has been standardized to the bottom
of the Edit menu.
Extended keyboard modifiers are now available to activate menu commands.
This means you can use the Control, Shift, and Option keys (and display their
glyphs) in addition to the Command key to create a much wider range of
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keyboard equivalents. For more information on keyboard equivalents, see
ÒKeyboard Equivalent SupportÓ (page 120).
The Help icon has become a standard menu title. This makes it easier for users
to identify and use online help Þles. The Help menu always appears as the last
menu from the left; all application menus and Òservice menusÓ (such as those
created by telecommunications applications or disk utilities) should appear to
the left of the Help menu. Figure 4-2 shows an open Help menu.

Figure 4-2

Help menu

The Help menu contains the following items in order:
■

About Help

■

Show Balloons

■

Help (for the current application) if any

■

Shortcuts (for the current application) if any

Note

You should ensure that any help Þles you create are
accessible onlythrough this menu, as well as the Command
- ? and Help keyboard equivalents.

Sticky Menus
Traditional Mac OS menu behavior demanded that users press and hold on a
menu while scrolling and selecting an item. This can be frustrating for many
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users, so the Mac OS now features sticky menus. The name derives from the
fact that clicking an item in the menu bar for less than the user-deÞned
double-click interval results in the menu being displayed (ÒstickingÓ) without
forcing the user to continue holding the mouse button. If the user presses and
holds an item in the menu bar for longer than the double-click interval, the
menu will behave in the traditional manner, closing immediately after the
mouse button is released.
To select a desired item in a sticky menu, the user simply moves the mouse
pointer to the item (which highlights it) and clicks. This selects the item and
closes the menu. This convenience extends to any hierarchical menus which are
linked to the sticky menu; each sub-menu will be displayed as a sticky menu
when its linking item is highlighted.
Clicking while the cursor is outside a sticky menu will close the menu without
making any selection. Pressing a command key will close the menu and
execute the appropriate command. A sticky menu will also close on its own
after Þfteen seconds have elapsed without a selection being made.

Contextual Menus

4

Contextual menus are a new feature of the Mac OS. Pressing the Control key
while clicking on an item displays a pop-up menu which you can use as a
convenient shortcut to provide contextual help or activate often-used
commands associated with that item. (The contextual menu may also be
invoked by clicking on an item with the right button on a two-button mouse.)
IMPORTANT

Contextual menus should never supersede menu bar
items; there shouldnÕt be any items in a contextual menu
which are not also accessible through the menu bar.
Figure 4-3 shows an example of a contextual menu invoked by Control-clicking
a desktop printer.
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Figure 4-3

A contextual menu

Application
commands

Plug-in
commands

The contextual menu appears with its upper left corner offset one pixel to the
right and one pixel down from the click location. If the menu is too wide to be
fully displayed in the default position, it will appear with the upper right
corner offset one pixel to the left and one pixel down from the click location.
This positioning reverses on right-to-left oriented systems, with the latter
position becoming the default and shifting to the former when required. Menus
which are too long to be fully displayed exhibit the scrolling triangle and scroll
as normal menus.
A contextual menu behaves as a standard sticky menu, except that moving the
cursor off the contextual menu onto a standard menu does not activate the
second menu. The user must explicitly click on the second menu to close the
contextual menu and open the second menu.
The Þrst item in a contextual menu is always a Help item. It should open the
appropriate Apple Guide access window with a relevant keyword already
loaded in the Look For view. If no help Þle is available, the Help item will be
disabled, but the item is always displayed.
Any subsequent items in the contextual menu are deÞned by you. The list of
items should comprise a small subset of the most commonly used commands
in the application context which produced the menu. In Figure 4-3, seven
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common desktop printing commands are listed in the contextual menu,
separated by dividers into functional groups. You should never place a
command in a contextual menu which is disabled in or cannot be chosen from
another menu in the application.
If you do not deÞne speciÞc items for a contextual menu, it will display a Help
item and load any appropriate plug-ins.
Note that you should not set a default item. If the user opens the menu and
closes it without explicitly selecting an item, no action should occur.
Keep the list of items in a contextual menu short, clear, and simple. Use
sub-menus reluctantly and keep them to one level. Adding unnecessary
complications reduces the convenience of contextual menus for both you and
the user.
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5

This chapter describes the changes in Mac OS 8Õs implementation of document
windows, which contain user data, and utility windows, which ÒßoatÓ above
other windows and provide tools or other controls that users can work with
while document windows are open. For more information on designing and
using windows, see ÒWindowsÓ in Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines.

Windows Under Platinum Appearance

5

Windows are designed for visual consistency across all monitors from
black-and-white displays to 24-bit color displays. For display on color
monitors, colors and shades of gray have been added to the frames of windows
and to user controls to emphasize those areas that users interact with. The
document window content area remains white on all systems unless the user
assigns color to the content.
Color and design distinguishes the active window from other windows and
enhances the appearance of user controls on the window frame. The user
controlsÑclose box, size box, zoom box, collapse box, and scroll boxÑare
highlighted by outlining, beveling, and other Òthree-dimensionalÓ techniques
to make them more apparent. The borders of inactive windows are a ßat, light
gray color which appears to recede into the background, while the active
windowÕs darker frame and colored areas emphasize its position in front of the
other windows. Figure 5-1 shows the appearance of active and inactive
windows.
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Figure 5-1

Active window vs inactive window

Note that windows may now be moved by clicking and dragging anywhere in
the drag region. Under platinum appearance, the drag region appears as a
narrow gray frame around all sides of the content region. Your application
should not assume a speciÞc size or appearance for this drag region, however,
as these aspects depend on the Appearance settings in effect at a given moment.
Users can change the color used in window and dialog box accents by using
the Appearance control panel. Accent colors affect a number of objects used in
windows, including
■

scroll bar indicators

■

progress indicators

■

slider indicators

■

focus rings

Figure 5-2 shows the Appearance control panel and some of the accent colors
that the user can choose for windows and dialog boxes.
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Figure 5-2

Defining accent colors through the Appearance control panel

If you use the standard window deÞnition and control deÞnition functions,
your applicationÕs windows will be Appearance-compliant under all
conditions. If you must create custom windows, you should use the
system-deÞned color palette to ensure your colors will work with the current
Appearance suite.

Document Windows

5

Document windows have standard structural components. These components
include the title bar, size box, close box, collapse box, zoom box, and scroll bars.
Figure 5-3 shows the structural components of standard document windows.
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Figure 5-3

Structural components of standard document windows
Zoom box
Collapse box

Close box

Frame

Utility Windows

5

Utility windows have been updated for platinum appearance. Figure 5-4
shows an example of a utility window. Note the crosshatch pattern which is
used to Þll the drag region, which in this case only extends across the top of the
window. You can include a close box, collapse box, and a zoom box on utility
windows.

Figure 5-4
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If you create utility windows that have title bars and a title, make sure the title
bar is at least 19 pixels high, the height of a document window title bar. (If you
create a smaller title bar with a title, it canÕt be localized for areas where the
system font is never smaller than 12 points.)
A tool palette is a utility window composed of closely-spaced bevel buttons. If
you use 22-by-22-pixel buttons with a small bevel, 16-by-16-pixel icons will Þt
properly in the content region. Figure 5-5 shows a palette with 22-by-22-pixel
buttons.

Figure 5-5

Tool palette with bevel buttons

For more information on bevel buttons, see ÒBevel ButtonsÓ (page 29).

Collapsing a Window

5

One of the new features of Mac OS 8 is the collapse box, shown in Figure 5-3.
When the user clicks the collapse box, the content region of the window
disappears, but the title bar remains visible and active. Clicking the collapse
box again restores the window to its normal state. Opening and collapsing
actions are normally accompanied by a sound, but this can be disabled by the
user through the Appearance control panel. Figure 5-6 shows a window in its
normal and collapsed states.
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Figure 5-6

Window in normal and collapsed states

A collapsed window follows standard window conventions; it may be moved,
closed, activated, or made inactive. If the user moves the title bar of a collapsed
window, the reopened window will display its content region in the new
location.
Multiple windows, belonging to one application or several, may be collapsed at
the same time. This gives the user great ßexibility in arranging and managing a
number of windows in a limited screen area. Option-clicking the collapse box
of any open window will immediately collapse all open windows.
Option-clicking the collapse box of any collapsed window will immediately
open all collapsed windows.
The user may choose an additional method of collapsing windows. By setting a
checkbox in the Appearance control panel, the user can double-click in the title
bar area with the same effect as if the collapse box had been clicked. This
option is convenient for users who have become accustomed to the window
collapsing method implemented in earlier Mac OS releases. The collapse box
still functions if the double-click option is enabled.

Zoom Boxes

5

When implemented, the zoom box appears on the right side of the title bar, just
to the left of the collapse box. There are three variants: full, horizontal, and
vertical zoom boxes. The full zoom box is the traditional zoom
implementation, updated for platinum appearance. The active and inactive
states of the full zoom box are shown in Figure 5-7.
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Figure 5-7

Full zoom box

The two new variants are horizontal and vertical zoom boxes. The vertical
zoom box only extends the window downward, while the horizontal zoom box
extends the window to the right if a left-side title bar is used (as in some tool
palettes.) Horizontal and vertical zoom boxes in their active and inactive states
are shown in Figure 5-8.

Figure 5-8

Vertical and horizontal zoom boxes

Vertical
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6

This chapter describes guidelines you must follow if you are designing control
panels. SpeciÞcally, the following are discussed:
■

window design

■

fonts, menus, and icons

■

settings behavior

■

control panel access

■

assigning keyboard equivalents

■

on-screen help and assistance

About Control Panels

6

Control panels are appropriate for allowing users to conÞgure:
■

settings with system-wide effects (for example, the Date & Time control
panel)

■

settings that have no visible effect (for example, the File Sharing control
panel)

■

hardware (for example, the Monitors & Sound control panel)

Control panels are not appropriate for allowing users to conÞgure speciÞc
applications or utilities, or tasks that would require multiple layered dialog
boxes or custom menu items.

Windows

6
Control panels should follow the guidelines established in Macintosh Human
Interface Guidelines. In addition you must observe the following:
■

Each control panel has one windowÑa modeless dialog boxÑthat opens
when the control panel is launched. The preferred maximum size for this
window is 400 x 300 pixels (width x height), but it may be larger if necessary.
The absolute maximum size for the control panel window is 492 x 340.
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■

The window must have a close box. The control panel quits whenever the
window closes.

■

You should put as many of the control panelÕs settings as possible in the
window. Infrequently used settings or minor features may be relegated to
modal or movable modal dialog boxes. These dialog boxes should be
accessible by controls (usually push buttons) in the control panel window.
Only if the window cannot accommodate such controls should menu
commands be used instead.

■

If the control panel contains a large number of frequently used settings, you
can make the window a multi-pane modeless dialog box. In this case, any
secondary dialog boxes opened from the control panel window should be
modal.

Multi-Pane Windows

6

If you use a multi-pane modeless dialog box for the control panel window,
there are several design options for navigating between individual panels.
You should use tab controls if the number of panes is Þxed and the control
panel has adequate horizontal space to accommodate all the tabs in a single
horizontal row. Tab controls can simultaneously and automatically display all
choices to the user; they can also display icons in addition to (but not instead
of) the text label. However, tab controls use considerable horizontal space and
are not as extensible as a scrolling list or pop-up menu. The size of any icon in a
tab control is also limited. Figure 6-1 shows the use of tab controls in a
multi-pane control panel.
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Figure 6-1

Using tab controls to navigate a multi-pane control panel

You can use a group of push buttons if the number of panes is Þxed and the
control panel has adequate space to accommodate all the buttons and labels in
a single horizontal or vertical row. Like tab controls, push buttons
simultaneously and automatically display all choices to the user. They can
display both text and large or small icons; a buttonÕs text label may wrap to a
second line, so a group of push buttons may require less horizontal space than
tabs. However, push buttons still use considerable horizontal and vertical
space. Figure 6-2 shows the use of push buttons in a multi-pane control panel.
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Figure 6-2

Using push buttons to navigate a multi-pane control panel

You can use a scrolling list of icons (horizontal or vertical) if the number of
panes is indeÞnite (extensible) and the control panel has adequate space to
accommodate the list. A scrolling icon list can display both text and large or
small icons. However, scrolling icon lists use considerable horizontal and
vertical space, and they require a user action (clicking the scroll bar) to display
all choices. Also, the user is unlikely to be able to see all choices simultaneously.
Figure 6-3 shows a vertical scrolling list of icons used in a multi-pane control
panel.
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Figure 6-3

Using a scrolling list to navigate a multi-pane control panel

If no other method is suitable, you can use a pop-up menu. Pop-up menus can
display a Þxed or indeÞnite number of control panel panes. Pop-up menus use
minimal space and display all choices to the user simultaneously. However,
they can display only text and small icons, and they require a user action
(clicking on the pop-up menu) to display the choices. In the unlikelyÑand
undesirableÑevent that a pop-up menu has too many items to display
simultaneously (that is, the user must scroll to see them all), you should
consider rearranging your control panel or, at worst, dividing the settings into
two control panels. Figure 6-4 shows a pop-up menu used in a multi-pane
control panel.
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Figure 6-4
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Using a pop-up menu to navigate a multi-pane control panel
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Table 6-1 summarizes the four different ways of navigating multi-pane
windows.

Table 6-1

Multi-pane window navigation methods

Control type

Advantages

Disadvantages

Tab controls

Displays all choices
simultaneously; can
display small icons in
addition to text

Uses considerable
horizontal space; limited
extensibility; can only
use small icons

Buttons

Displays all choices
simultaneously; can
display both icons and
text; may require less
horizontal space than
tab controls

Uses considerable
horizontal and vertical
space; limited
extensibility

Scrolling list of
icons

Unlimited extensibility;
can display both icons
and text

Uses considerable
horizontal and vertical
space; requires a user
action to see all choices;
may not display all
choices simultaneously

Pop-up menu

Displays all choices
simultaneously;
unlimited extensibility;
uses minimal space

Requires a user action to
see all choices; can
display only small icons
and text

Expanding and Contracting Windows

6

If a control panel contains a signiÞcant number of settings that users are not
likely to adjust frequently, then you can let the user show or hide those settings
by expanding or contracting the window. The preferred mechanism for this is a
labeled disclosure triangle that expands the window downward or contracts it
upward. The triangleÕs label should indicate the nature of the settings (for
example, ÒServer SettingsÓ). Figure 6-5 shows a control panel with the
disclosure triangle in the closed state.
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Figure 6-5

A control panel with closed disclosure triangle

Figure 6-6 shows a control panel with the disclosure triangle in the open state.
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Figure 6-6

A control panel with open disclosure triangle

See ÒDisclosure TrianglesÓ (page 37) for more information about disclosure
triangles.
If, due to space or layout problems, you cannot have your control panel open
downwards, you can use a push button to expand or contract the windowÕs
right edge.
Note

When a control panel is localized, it may be the left edge
that expands and contracts. ◆
As with the disclosure triangle, the push button label should indicate the
nature of the settings. In addition, it should indicate ÒShowÓ or ÒHideÓ as
appropriate (for example, ÒShow Server SettingsÓ or ÒHide Server SettingsÓ).
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Icons

6
Desktop icons for control panels should be based on standard control panel
icon designs, with the control slider on either the left side or the bottom.
Figure 6-7 shows some examples of control panel icons.

Figure 6-7

Desktop icons based on the standard control panel icon

Fonts

6
Control panels should follow the guidelines established in ÒFont GuidelinesÓ
(page 69).

Menus

6
Because Mac OS 8 control panels are applications (Þle type 'appc'), they
generate their own menus. Control panels must follow the guidelines
established in ÒMenu GuidelinesÓ (page 91) as well as those in this section.
IMPORTANT

Because older control panels did not generate their own
menus, some users are likely to assume that Mac OS 8
control panels also do not. Custom menus and menu items
therefore should be used sparingly, and only minor or
infrequently used features should be accessed exclusively
through menu items. ▲
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Standard Menus

6

Each of the standard menus should contain speciÞc items.
Control panels should have an About Control Panel Name command as the Þrst
item in the Apple menu. This command opens the control panelÕs About box.
See ÒThe About BoxÓ (page 126) for more information.
The File menu should always include a Close Window (Command-W)
command. Closing the control panel window quits the application. The Þnal
command of the File menu should always be Quit (Command-Q). This
command is always preceded by a separator line, even if the only other
command is Close Window.
If the control panel requires an explicit save action and it saves settings
globally, then the File menu should include Save Settings (Command-S) and
Revert to Saved Settings commands. For more information, see ÒSettingsÓ
(page 122).
The Edit menu should include an Undo (Command-Z) command that operates
on as many controls as possible, including any Save and Revert buttons. The
Undo command is followed by a separator line.
If the control panel includes any edit text Þelds, then the Edit menu should also
include Cut (Command-X), Copy (Command-C), Paste (Command-V), and
Clear commands. The Edit menu should also include Select All (Command-A)
if appropriate.
In the unlikely event that a control panel has enough preference settings to
justify placing them in their own dialog, the preferred mechanism for accessing
them is through an push button in the control panel window. However, if the
window cannot accommodate such a button, then a Preferences command may
be used instead. This command is always the last item in the Edit menu, and it
is always preceded by a separator line.

Contextual Menus

6

Control panels should support the contextual menu feature introduced in
Mac OS 8. For information, see ÒContextual MenusÓ (page 93).
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Keyboard Equivalent Support

6

You should provide keyboard equivalents (shortcut keys) for frequently used
controls. If a dialog control does not normally support a keyboard equivalent
(for example, pushbuttons or radio buttons) you can duplicate the control as a
menu command. For example, a control panel that has an Edit Connection
button could also have a Connection command (say, Command-E) in the Edit
menu. However, control panel menu commands should be used in addition
toÑnot instead ofÑdialog controls.
To help users avoid or eliminate conßicts, keyboard equivalents may be user
deÞnable. You should maintain the following interaction sequence for deÞning
keyboard equivalents whenever possible:
Display the current keyboard equivalent and a button for redeÞning it.
Figure 6-8 shows an example.

Figure 6-8

The current keyboard equivalent and a button for redefining it

Clicking the button opens a dialog with instructions and feedback for changing
the keyboard equivalent. Figure 6-9 gives an example.
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Figure 6-9

Changing the keyboard equivalent

As soon as the user Þnishes typing a new key combination, the feedback text
Þeld displays the new combination as shown in Figure 6-10.

Figure 6-10

Displaying the new keyboard equivalent combination

If the new key combination is invalid, the feedback text Þeld remains
unchanged and an appropriate alert appears. Alerts should indicate the
following cases:
■

The keyboard equivalent selected did not contain a command key or a
function key.

■

The keyboard equivalent selected is already in use by another item. The alert
should indicate which item is using the shortcut.
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Figure 6-11

An alert for an invalid keyboard equivalent combination

See the ÒMenusÓ chapter of Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines for additional
guidelines and a list of reserved keyboard equivalents.

Settings

6
In most cases, changes made to control panel settings should take effect
immediately, with no additional user action required (for example, without
having to close a window or quit the control panel). If a change is potentially
disruptive, however, you should postpone the effect to avoid possible
problems. For example, a Network control panel should not actually save the
settings until you indicate (by selecting Save Settings) that you want to do so.
In such cases, the effect may be postponed until the control panel is closed or, if
necessary, until the system is restarted. If the system must be restarted to effect
the new settings, the control panelÕs window should display a brief explanation
(accompanied by a small alert icon) of this behavior when changes are made.
Figure 6-12 shows this message in the Extensions Manager control panel.
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Figure 6-12

Alert message in the Extensions Manager control panel

Restart Warning

As a rule, control panel settings should be saved automatically when the
control panel quits. Only if the settings are complicated or technical should
saving them require an explicit user action. In such instances, requiring an
explicit save allows the user to retreat from unintended changes.
The user should save and restore settings in logical sections rather than
globally if possible. For example, in a control panel that conÞgures several
different devices, the user might be able to save and restore settings for each
device rather than for all devices simultaneously.
Global save and restore commands may be used instead if it is impossible to
separate a control panelÕs settings into logical groups. In this case, the control
panel window should include Save and Revert buttons, and the File menu
should include corresponding Save Settings and Revert to Saved Settings
commands. A conÞrmation dialog box should be displayed if the user quits the
control panel with unsaved changes.
When designing the control panel, you must make it clear to the user which
settings are affected by the save and restore functions. The user must know
whether settings are saved globally or in sections; if they are saved in sections,
then the user must be able to discern the boundaries between sections. The
simplest solution is to design the control panel so that each section of savable
settings is edited in a separate dialog with its own OK and Cancel buttons.
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Saving and restoring settings in modal multi-pane dialogs is especially
problematic and should be avoided if possible. If you must use multi-pane
windows in such cases, then you must make sure the user can tell whether the
save and revert commands apply to a single pane or to the entire dialog.
Figure 6-13 shows an example of saving globally (the Save and Revert buttons
are separate from the individual panes).

Figure 6-13

Saving and restoring globally in a multi-pane control panel

Figure 6-14 shows an example of saving in sections (each pane has its own Save
and Revert buttons).
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Figure 6-14

Saving and restoring sections in a multi-pane control panel

Miscellaneous Guidelines

6

This section discusses other guidelines you should keep in mind when creating
control panels.

Persistent Access

6

A control panel may generate some sort of screen representation that persists
even when the control panel itself is closed. Such screen representations should
always include a mechanism for opening the control panel. For example, if a
control panel has an associated control strip module, that module should
include a command that opens the control panel. Figure 6-15 shows control
panel access from a control strip module.
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Figure 6-15

Access to a control panel from a control strip

Assistance

6

Control panels should be Òassistance savvy,Ó which means that they should
■

display the Help button (that is, the button with the question mark icon) for
context-sensitive help

■

provide suitable entries in the Apple Guide databases for ÒGuide MeÓ and
ÒDo It For MeÓ assistance

Most control panels will be included in the general Apple Guide database, but
a complex control panel may require its own database.
Control panels should also provide help balloons. See the ÒLanguageÓ chapter
of Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines for general guidelines on Balloon Help
behavior and content.

Scripting

6

Control panels should be scriptable using AppleScript.

Extensions Manager

6

A brief description of the control panelÕs purpose should be included as a
CCIª (Conßict Catcher Informationª) resource string for use by the
Extensions Manager.

The About Box
The About box for a control panel should include the following items:
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■

the control panelÕs logo, name, and version number

■

a brief description of the control panelÕs purpose

■

credits

■

copyright information

■

an OK button that dismisses the About box
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Glossary
accent colors User-selectable Þll colors for
certain interface elements.
alert box A dialog box that appears on
screen to warn the user or to report an error.
asynchronous arrows A control which
indicates through a simple animation that a
background process is in progress .
Compare progress indicators.
bevel button A control that resembles a
square, beveled push button. It can take the
behavior of other controls, such as radio
buttons, checkboxes, push buttons, and
pop-up menu buttons.
checkbox A square control with a text
label that is designed to provide binary
choices for users. A checkbox may display
on, off, or mixed status. Compare radio
button.
clock control A control that combines the
features of little arrows and an edit text
Þeld into a control which displays a date
and/or time.
collapse box A square control which
appears on the far right of a windowÕs title
bar. Clicking it once hides all of the window
except the title bar; clicking it again makes
the window reappear.
content region The part of a window
which is available for an application to
present data or embed controls. Compare
structure region.

contextual menu A pop-up menu
containing useful commands and assistance
speciÞc to the item being pointed at by the
cursor.
control An object with which the user, by
using the mouse or keyboard equivalents,
can cause instant action with visible results
or change settings to modify a future action.
control panel A utility accessible through
a modeless dialog box. Control panels allow
users to conÞgure global or hardware
settings or settings that have no visible
effect.
default button A button whose effect
occurs if the user presses Return or Enter.
dialog box A box that appears on the
screen to solicit information from the user
or to report that the computer is waiting for
a process to complete. See also alert box,
modal dialog box, modeless dialog box,
and movable modal dialog box.
disabled Describes a menu item or control
that cannot be chosen; the item may appear
dimmed.
disclosure triangle A control that
provides a means to expand a view to
disclose additional information about the
currently selected item.
document window A window that
displays the content of a document.
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drag region A region around the outside
of a window frame. Dragging inside this
region moves the window to a new location
and makes it the active window.
edit text field A control that appears as a
rectangular box inside a dialog box. The
user enters text in the edit text Þeld to
provide information to an application.
Compare static text field.
edit text frame A control that provides a
means for non-standard edit text Þelds to
provide Appearance-based features such as
focus rings. See also edit text field.
focus ring A colored border that
highlights the currently active edit text Þeld
or scrolling list in a dialog box in order to
indicate to user which item has keyboard
focus. See also keyboard focus.
full zoom box A zoom box which
expands a window in both the horizontal
and vertical directions. See also zoom box.
ghost indicator A transparent outline
image of a slider indicator that tracks the
movement of the pointer while the user
holds the mouse button. See also slider.
global controls Controls, such as push
buttons, which affect all panes of a
multi-pane window, not just the active
pane. See also pane.
group box A control that consists of a
rectangular frame which may or may not
contain a title. It is used to provide a
well-deÞned area in a dialog box into which
text, pictures, icons or other controls can be
embedded.
Help menu The menu which provides
access to on-screen help information.
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highlight To make something visually
distinct, typically when itÕs selected. This is
generally done by reversing black and
white or changing colors to provide a sharp
contrast.
image well A control that is used to
display non-text visual content on a white
background surrounded by a rectangular
frame.
keyboard equivalent Keystrokes that
invoke a menu item from the keyboard. A
keyboard equivalent is usually a
combination of a modiÞer key and a
character key. See also keyboard modifiers.
keyboard focus A property that
determines which control in a dialog will
receive all keystrokes, as selected by
keyboard navigation or clicking. See also
focus ring.
keyboard modifiers Non-character keys,
such as Command, Option, and Control,
which can be combined with character keys
to form keyboard equivalents. See also
keyboard equivalent.
keyboard navigation The ability to select
which control in a dialog box has keyboard
focus by pressing the Tab key. See also
keyboard focus.
list box A control that combines a
rectangular frame, scroll bar(s), and a
scrolling list.
list box frame A control that provides an
Appearance-compliant border for
non-standard list boxes. See also list box.
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little arrows A control that displays a pair
of arrows, typically accompanying an edit
text Þeld containing a numerical value.
Users click the arrows to increment or
decrement the value in the text box.

movable modal dialog box A modal
dialog box that has a title bar (with no close
box) that allows the user to move the dialog
box. Compare modal dialog box and
modeless dialog box.

live dragging The constantly updated
display of the changing values of a slider.
Compare ghost indicator.

pane One screen of a multi-screen display
inside a single dialog box. Panes are
generally selected through tab controls. See
also tab control.

mixed state The condition of a control,
such as a radio button or checkbox, that
occurs when the selection indicated by the
control contains some data in the on state
and some in the off state.
modal dialog box A dialog box that puts
the user in the state or ÒmodeÓ of being able
to work only in the dialog box. The user
cannot move a modal dialog box; it can be
dismissed only be clicking its buttons.
Compare modeless dialog box and
movable modal dialog box.
modeless dialog box A dialog box that
resembles a document window without a
collapse box. The user can move a modeless
dialog box, make it inactive and active
again, and close it like a document window.
Compare modal dialog box and movable
modal dialog box.
modeless dialog frame A control that
provides an Appearance-compliant border
for the content region of non-standard
modeless dialog boxes.
movable alert box An alert box with a
title bar that allows the user to move the
alert box. Compare alert box.

placard A rectangular control used as an
information display.
platinum appearance The default theme
for Mac OS 8, which features a
Òthree-dimensionalÓ appearance. See also
theme.
pop-up menu button A button that, when
pressed, presents a menu. The buttonÕs
label indicates the current menu setting.
progress indicator A control, consisting of
a rectangular frame and a variable length
bar, that provides a means of measuring
process duration or displaying remaining
capacity.
push button A control that appears as a
rounded rectangle with a label. When the
user clicks a push button, the action
described by the label is immediately
executed.
radio button A control that displays a
setting, either on or off, and is part of a
group in which only one button can be set
to on at a time.
scroll bar A rectangular bar that may be
along the right or bottom of a window or
list box. Clicking or dragging in the scroll
bar causes the view of the window or list
box to change.
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separator line A control that provides a
way to separate elements in a dialog box
with a simple horizontal or vertical line.
size box A box in the lower-right corner
of some active windows. Dragging the size
box resizes the window.
slider A control that graphically
represents a range of values and allows the
user to set the values with a slider indicator.
static text field A control that displays
static (unchangeable by the user) text labels
in a window. Compare edit text field.
sticky menu A menu which will remain
open after the mouse button is released or
the pointer is no longer on the menu.
structure region The external region of a
window which contains the title bar (if
any), drag region, controls, and border.
Compare content region.
tab control A control that appears as a
row of folder tabs on top of a pane. It allows
multiple panes to appear in the same
window. See also pane.
theme A coordinated set of human
interface designs that determine the
appearance of human interface objects on a
systemwide basis. See also platinum
appearance.
tick marks Indicator marks on a slider
which provide a scale against which
relative movement of the slider indicator
can be measured. See also slider.
type selection The ability to select an item
from a list of items by typing the Þrst
character or characters of the itemÕs name.
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utility window A type of box that has
some but not all features of a regular
window. A utility window has a bar at the
top by which it can be dragged and a close
box, but it does not necessarily have a title
and is nonscrolling.
window header A control that runs along
the top of a windowÕs content region and
provides information about the windowÕs
contents.
window list view header A type of
window header designed to Þt between a
standard window header and the content
region of a window. See also window
header.
zoom box A control that appears as a box
in the title bar. It provides a quick means of
expanding the window (ÒzoomingÓ)
horizontally, vertically, or in both directions.
See also full zoom box.
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